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Spring is a series of three pendant lamps made up of 
stainless-steel strips. Pliant ribbons of stainless steel have 
been arranged like a whisk around our custom-made Tom 
Dixon LED ring. The semi-transparent shape thus created 
can be adjusted to a variety of silhouettes - from a flat 
arrangement reminiscent of a spirograph drawing, to a 
flying saucer configuration, and on to a fuller shape akin 
to a pumpkin. The shades are made from multiple bands 
of high-performance spring steel plated in an attractive 
white or brass finish. The nature of the spiral design 
allows the voluminous shades to be easily flat-packed for 
transportation. 

Year of Design 2018
Material Stainless steel

LED Spec  6W LED included. LED and driver replaceable via Tom   
 Dixon.
Cable Spec  250cm/98.4in black plastic cable with spiral section 15cm  
 long. Spiral starts 24cm from top puck.
Rating/Location Dry

SPRING PENDANT LARGE WHITE US

Code 
SPP03WUL 

SPRING PENDANT LARGE BRASS US

Code 
SPP03BUL
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SPRING LARGE

Packaging
Height 0.15 m 
Width 1.85 m   
Length 1.85 m   
Weight 11.4 kg   

Product weight 
3.9 kg

Ceiling Rose
Matt Black Steel Dome 19cm/7.5in Ø

Requires assembly
Yes

Light Source Included
6W Tom Dixon LED Ring 800lm 3000K

Voltage
220-240V

         

Process 
60 individually cut white painted and PVD brass 
stainless steel 301 strips assembled in place with 
a diecast puck. The fitting has a spiral sectioned 
cable with a button tailstock and injection 
moulded diffuser.

Cleaning Instructions 
Clean with a soft dry cloth only. Do not use 
polishing agents, water or abrasive materials 
when cleaning. Always switch off the electricity 
supply before cleaning.

Country of origin
China

Packaging
Height 5.91 in 
Width 72.83 in   
Length 72.83 in   
Weight 25.13 lb   

Product weight 
8.6 lb

Ceiling Rose
Matt Black Steel Dome 19cm/7.5in Ø

Requires assembly
Yes

Light Source Included
6W Tom Dixon LED Ring 800lm 3000K

Voltage
100-120V
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SPRING MEDIUM
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Spring is a series of three pendant lamps made up of 
stainless-steel strips. Pliant ribbons of stainless steel have 
been arranged like a whisk around our custom-made Tom 
Dixon LED ring. The semi-transparent shape thus created 
can be adjusted to a variety of silhouettes - from a flat 
arrangement reminiscent of a spirograph drawing, to a 
flying saucer configuration, and on to a fuller shape akin 
to a pumpkin. The shades are made from multiple bands 
of high-performance spring steel plated in an attractive 
white or brass finish. The nature of the spiral design 
allows the voluminous shades to be easily flat-packed for 
transportation. 

Year of Design 2018
Material Stainless steel

LED Spec  6W LED included. LED and driver replaceable via Tom   
 Dixon.
Cable Spec  250cm/98.4in black plastic cable with spiral section 15cm  
 long. Spiral starts 24cm from top puck.
Rating/Location Dry

SPRING PENDANT MEDIUM WHITE US

Code 
SPP02WUL 

SPRING PENDANT MEDIUM BRASS US

Code 
SPP02BUL
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SPRING MEDIUM

Process 
44 individually cut white painted and PVD brass 
stainless steel 301 strips assembled in place with 
a diecast puck. The fitting has a spiral sectioned 
cable with a button tailstock and injection 
moulded diffuser.

Cleaning Instructions 
Clean with a soft dry cloth only. Do not use 
polishing agents, water or abrasive materials 
when cleaning. Always switch off the electricity 
supply before cleaning.

Country of origin
China

Packaging
Height 5.91 in 
Width 37 in   
Length 37.40 in   
Weight 16.31 lb   

Product weight 
5.3 lb

Ceiling Rose
Matt Black Steel Dome 16cm/6.3in Ø

Requires assembly
Yes

Light Source Included
6W Tom Dixon LED Ring 800lm 3000K

Voltage
100-120V
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SPRING SMALL
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Spring is a series of three pendant lamps made up of 
stainless-steel strips. Pliant ribbons of stainless steel have 
been arranged like a whisk around our custom-made Tom 
Dixon LED ring. The semi-transparent shape thus created 
can be adjusted to a variety of silhouettes - from a flat 
arrangement reminiscent of a spirograph drawing, to a 
flying saucer configuration, and on to a fuller shape akin 
to a pumpkin. The shades are made from multiple bands 
of high-performance spring steel plated in an attractive 
white or brass finish. The nature of the spiral design 
allows the voluminous shades to be easily flat-packed for 
transportation. 

Year of Design 2018
Material Stainless steel

LED Spec  6W LED included. LED and driver replaceable via Tom   
 Dixon.
Cable Spec  250cm/98.4in black plastic cable with spiral section 15cm  
 long. Spiral starts 24cm from top puck.
Rating/Location Dry

SPRING PENDANT SMALL WHITE US

Code 
SPP01WUL

SPRING PENDANT SMALL BRASS US

Code 
SPP01BUL
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Process 
30 individually cut white painted and PVD brass 
stainless steel 301 strips assembled in place with 
a diecast puck. The fitting has a spiral sectioned 
cable with a button tailstock and injection 
moulded diffuser.

Cleaning Instructions 
Clean with a soft dry cloth only. Do not use 
polishing agents, water or abrasive materials 
when cleaning. Always switch off the electricity 
supply before cleaning.

Country of origin
China

SPRING SMALL

Packaging
Height 5.91 in 
Width 25.98 in   
Length 26.38 in   
Weight 9.7 lb   

Product weight 
3.5 lb

Ceiling Rose
Matt Black Steel Dome 13cm/5.1in Ø

Requires assembly
Yes

Light Source Included
6W Tom Dixon LED Ring 800lm 3000K

Voltage
100-120V
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